IMPRESS Board Meeting

Meeting #1

10:00am – 4:00pm 12 January 2015
83 Victoria Street, London SW1H 0HW
Present: Walter Merricks (Chair), Iain Christie, Deborah Arnott, David Robinson
(until 3:30pm), Maire Messenger Davis, Patrick Swaffer, Sue Evison.
In attendance: Alex Cisneros (minutes), Jonathan Heawood, Nicola Ptohopoulos
Item

Actions

1. Introductions
WM welcomed everybody to the meeting and invited the Board
and staff to take the opportunity to get to know each other. The
aim of the meeting was to talk about the ‘guts’ of IMPRESS –
its strategy and constitution – and to help the Board to
understand the Royal Charter on Self-Regulation of the Press.
2. Strategy
JH introduced the strategic options paper which had been
previously circulated. He defined the aims of IMPRESS as:




Enabling the press to hold the powerful to account
Enabling the public to hold the press to account
Enabling the public to distinguish between regulated and
unregulated journalism

He then outlined three potential strategic routes which
IMPRESS might follow to achieve its aims:
a) The ‘national’ strategy: Seek to recruit the national
newspapers which haven’t yet signed up to IPSO. For the
Guardian, this would be conditional on IMPRESS refusing
to seek recognition under the Royal Charter – and even
then, there is no guarantee that the Guardian would sign
up.
b) The ‘shadow’ strategy: Seek to discredit IPSO by issuing
rival adjudications. This would hold IPSO to account and
would satisfy those stakeholders who wish to see IPSO fail.
However, it would be dangerous for IMPRESS to make
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judgements without knowing all the facts of a case. This
could damage IMPRESS’s credibility.
c) The ‘alternative’ strategy: Seek to recruit smaller news
publishers outside the mainstream of the industry. They
welcome the idea of accountability and the practical
advantages of Charter-recognised regulation.
The Board agreed with these aims and considered the
strategic options in detail.
They did not want to rule out recruiting the national
newspapers, including some which currently belong to IPSO,
but they accepted that this would take time. Board members
asked to see the contract which news publishers have signed
with IPSO, in order to understand whether these publishers
would be free to join another regulator.
The Board ruled out the option of operating as a ‘shadow’
regulator. This would not advance the aims of IMPRESS and
would to some extent duplicate the work of Hacked Off, the
Media Standards Trust, Mediawise and other stakeholders.
The Board were attracted to the idea of recruiting ‘alternative’
publishers as a first step, with a view to subsequently recruiting
national news publishers.
It was agreed that JH would draft a strategic plan for 2015-16,
to show how an ‘alternative’ publisher strategy could be
pursued in this year, without ruling out the potential to recruit
national publishers in future.

AC to circulate a copy
of the IPSO contract
JH to draft a strategic
plan for 2015-16

3. Constitution
WM introduced the constitutional briefing which had been
circulated. The activities of IMPRESS are currently being
conducted under the auspices of The IMPRESS Project, a
company limited by guarantee. In order to bring IMPRESS to
life, the Board would need to finalise and sign its Articles. In
due course, The IMPRESS Project may be wound up.
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WM explained that IMPRESS would be a Community Interest
Company (CIC), with appropriate objects and powers for its
role as an independent press regulator.
The briefing note made a number of additional proposals,
which the Board considered in detail.
To include a ‘sunset clause’ in the Articles, to cause IMPRESS
to be wound up in the event that its independence is
compromised by a future government. Agreed.
To retain the services of the Appointment Panel and accept
their proposals that the Board should be appointed on two-year
and four-year terms, initially, with the Chair to be appointed on
a four-year term. Agreed.
To create an obligation to consult participating publishers on
any proposed changes to the IMPRESS Articles, procedures,
contracts, code, auditors and budget; and on the decision
whether to seek recognition under the Royal Charter. Agreed.
To involve the public in the work of IMPRESS through an
‘Advisory Council’ of stakeholders, to be consulted on a range
of issues but with no formal status in the constitution. It was
agreed that the Board should consider several models of public
involvement in comparable organisations before finalising this
proposal.
To establish a Code Committee to advise the Board on the use
and development of the Editors’ Code. Agreed.
Whether to adopt the existing Editors’ Code of Practice or
develop an original IMPRESS code. It was noted that the
Regulatory Funding Company has asserted copyright in the
code, and may seek to prevent IMPRESS from using it. It was
agreed that IMPRESS should use the existing code, and that
WM and JH should raise this issue with the House of Lords
Communications Committee in their evidence session on 13
January.
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WM then asked the Board for their preliminary views on the
IMPRESS complaints-handling procedure, investigations,
sanctions, contracts and arbitration scheme. After some
discussion, it was agreed that these complex issues should be
discussed in more detail at a future meeting.

in light of this
discussion, and to
circulate a revised
draft before the
February meeting

4. The Royal Charter
The Board considered the note on the Royal Charter which had
been circulated. It was agreed that the decision whether to
seek Charter recognition would be taken very carefully.
5. Finances
JH introduced the note on finances which had been circulated.
He explained that The IMPRESS Project had £51,000 cash,
with £10,000 pending. At current rates, this would last until
approximately the end of March. The future costs of IMPRESS
would be significantly higher than this. Max Mosley had
pledged up to £6m towards these costs over five years. JH had
discussed this offer on the basis that any funding would be
made by an independent charitable trust, to which MM would
make an unconditional donation. This trust (the Independent
Press Regulation Trust) was being established.
The Board emphasised the importance of secure and credible
funding for IMPRESS.
6. Dates of future meetings
The dates previously circulated were agreed.
7. Confidential Business
The Board agreed to offer JH an ongoing role with IMPRESS.

WM and JH to discuss
potential terms of
engagement

8. Any other Business
There was no other business and the meeting closed at
4:00pm.
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